
FORGIVENESS - “I had to off-load before I could down-load more of God.”  

 

Lois and I recently took a week of vacation in a warm climate far from home. We attended a fine 

evangelical church on the one Sunday of our vacation. There I was, singing the words of a song 

that beckoned God to fill me with more of Himself. Pausing for a moment, I thought: How can 

God fill me with more of Himself when I am so full of myself? The problem is not God’s un-

readiness to pour more of Himself into me. It is rather a problem of space for Him. Like a 

computer that is overloaded with programs, pictures, files and folders, I need to unload more 

“stuff” from my life so that I can “download” more of Him and, as much as possible, all of Him.  

 

I walked away from the service asking, I know, Lord, that I have many diverse personal interests 

and ministry commitments. What is it that You want me to give up in order to expand my 

capacity for more of You? I assumed that it was a matter of giving up some ministry 

responsibilities that had expanded beyond my human capacity to oversee adequately. The next 

day of vacation I was ill at ease, detached from the loved ones I was with and unable to fully 

enjoy the sightseeing opportunities of the day. Eventually I admitted to myself that I was 

preoccupied and disturbed by the questions raised the previous day.  

 

Early the next morning I began to release my concerns to the Lord. Release is an exercise of 

listing my concerns to God and waiting on Him to direct me to respond by doing specifically 

what He instructs me to do in each situation. It also entails praying about my concerns and the 

people who are involved. Release often becomes a praise session as I rejoice over past concerns 

now gloriously resolved by our Lord. Seriously, I am not exaggerating; release often becomes 

the path to “mountaintop praise”.  

 

But that’s not all. I immediately became aware of what needed to be unloaded in order to 

download more of the Almighty. It was not a responsibility, commitment or a plate loaded with 

too many projects. It was resentment toward someone who had become a burdensome 

responsibility. The resentment was not limited to one person. I thought I had totally forgiven 

passed grievances toward several people who had inadvertently neglected or wounded me in the 

past. I HAD NOT RELEASED THE BOTTOM DREDGES OF RESENTMENT. It had to go to 

make more room for God. I could no longer function in any capacity without off-loading 

resentment. I had to off-load before I could down-load more of God.  
 

Make every effort to live in peace with all men and to be holy; without holiness no one 

will see the Lord.  See to it that no one misses the grace of God and that no bitter root 

grows up to cause trouble and defile many. (Hebrews 12:14-15 NIV) 

 

Ever had a root canal? Resentment may be like the roots of a tooth that have become infected. 

The tooth may have been decayed.  The decay in the tooth may have been drilled out and capped 

or crowned with an artificial tooth. While the decay or the tooth itself is gone, the root of the 

tooth is still there. With the passing of time, the root may die and becoming one “bitter root” 

causing so much troublesome pain that your whole body feels defiled. This bitter root requires 

immediate attention, disrupting your schedule and requiring that you see a dentist or oral surgeon 

who will remove the cap or crown, drill out the decaying root, fill the vacuum and recap or 

crown the tooth. 



 

If you have gone through the motions of forgiveness and continue to have feelings and thoughts 

of resentment, you need to off-load all the resentment which is so incompatible with the Spirit of 

God. Then you have a new capacity to download more of Him. Have a session of release today, 

event by event, person by person. Then sing, “I want more of You, Lord” until He floods your 

heart, soul and mind with His excellent Self. 

 

But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellence of the power may be of 

God and not of us. (2 Corinthians 4:7 NKJ)   
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